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Strong Genetic Evidence of DCDC2 as a Susceptibility Gene for Dyslexia
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We searched for linkage disequilibrium (LD) in 137 triads with dyslexia, using markers that span the most-repli-
cated dyslexia susceptibility region on 6p21-p22, and found association between the disease and markers within
the VMP/DCDC2/KAAG1 locus. Detailed refinement of the LD region, involving sequencing and genotyping of
additional markers, showed significant association within DCDC2 in single-marker and haplotype analyses. The
association appeared to be strongest in severely affected patients. In a second step, the study was extended to
include an independent sample of 239 triads with dyslexia, in which the association—in particular, with the severe
phenotype of dyslexia—was confirmed. Our expression data showed that DCDC2, which contains a doublecortin
homology domain that is possibly involved in cortical neuron migration, is expressed in the fetal and adult CNS,
which—together with the hypothesized protein function—is in accordance with findings in dyslexic patients with
abnormal neuronal migration and maturation.
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Dyslexia (MIM 600202) is a specific developmental dis-
order characterized by severe difficulties in learning to
read and spell, despite adequate schooling, normal visual
acuity, and a mental age that is within a normal range
(ICD-10) (Dilling et al. 1991). This disorder is more
frequent in boys than in girls (Rutter et al. 2004) and
affects 5%–12% of school-aged children (Katusic et al.
2001). Although reading and spelling disorders char-
acterize the core dyslexia phenotype, related abilities—
for example, phoneme awareness (PA) (analyzing and
discriminating phonemes), verbal memory, and ortho-
graphic processing—are correlates of a broader defini-
tion of the dyslexia phenotype.

In recent years, linkage studies have identified chro-
mosomal regions likely to contain genes contributing
to dyslexia. Nine regions (DYX1–DYX9) have been sug-
gested to date and are listed by the Human Gene Nomen-
clature Committee. Of these loci, DYX2 on chromosome
6p21-p22 should be considered one of the most prom-
ising candidate regions, since several groups have inde-
pendently reported linkage between DYX2 and dyslexia
(Cardon et al. 1994; Grigorenko et al. 1997, 2000, 2003;
Fisher et al. 1999; Gayán et al. 1999; Kaplan et al. 2002).
According to National Center for Biotechnology Infor-
mation (NCBI) Build 35, the region spans ∼16.4 Mb
between STR markers D6S109 and D6S291. At the as-

sociation level, however, the situation is less clear, and
positive results have been reported for two independent
gene clusters (Deffenbacher et al. 2004; Francks et al.
2004; Cope et al. 2005).

In the present study, we aimed to explore the contri-
bution of the chromosome 6 locus to dyslexia and re-
lated phenotypes in the German population. In a first step,
we searched for association in a sample of 137 triads
(initial sample), employing a combination of STR and
SNP-marker genotyping as well as sequencing. In a sec-
ond step, the study was extended to include an inde-
pendent sample of 239 triads with dyslexia (replication
sample), to confirm the association obtained in the initial
sample. Finally, extensive mutation and expression an-
alysis was employed for further characterization of the
susceptibility locus.

Material and Methods

Ascertainment of Families

All families of the two samples were of German descent and
were recruited through the Departments of Child and Adoles-
cent Psychiatry and Psychotherapy at the Universities of Mar-
burg and Würzburg. All individuals (or the parents of children
aged !14 years) gave written informed consent for participa-
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Table 1

Sample Characteristics

The table is available in its entirety in the online
edition of The American Journal of Human Genetics.

tion in the study. The study was approved by the ethics com-
mittees of the Universities of Marburg and Würzburg.

The diagnostic inclusion criteria and phenotypic measures
have been described in detail elsewhere (Schulte-Körne et al.
1996, 2001; Schumacher et al. 2005; Ziegler et al. 2005) and
are shown in table 1. In brief, potential probands who had
difficulty learning to spell or who had received the diagnosis
of dyslexia were referred to the investigators by parents, teach-
ers, special educators, or practitioners. Because clinical studies
of dyslexia in Germany usually base sample selection on spell-
ing disorder and because our previous findings all rest on this
selection criterion (see Schulte-Körne et al. 1996, 1998; Schu-
macher et al. 2005; Ziegler et al. 2005), the probands’ spelling
ability was selected for inclusion (for diagnostic criterion, see
the following subsection). Since a spelling disorder cannot be
reliably diagnosed at an earlier age, only those children at-
tending a regular primary school (no special school, e.g., for
learning-disabled children) who had reached at least the middle
of second grade were included in the study. All children were
investigated at one of the Departments of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry, by use of standardized and unstandardized tests as
described below, and family and medical history were taken.

To exclude families in which the proband or a sibling showed
symptoms of attention deficit–hyperactivity disorder (ADHD
[MIM 143465]), a standardized clinical interview (Unnewehr
et al. 1995) was performed with the mother. The reasons for
exclusion of comorbid children with dyslexia and ADHD or
of children who had siblings with ADHD were, first, that the
traits might overlap (Willcutt et al. 2002) and, second, that
symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity might influence child
behavior during the neuropsychological examinations. Addi-
tional exclusionary criteria were a bilingual education, intel-
ligence quotient (IQ) !85, and an uncorrected peripheral hear-
ing or vision disorder or a psychiatric or neurological disorder
influencing the development of reading and spelling ability.

Criteria for Dyslexia

The diagnosis of dyslexia was based on the spelling score,
with use of the T distribution of the general population. For
inclusion in the trial, the following discrepancy criterion had
to be fulfilled by the proband: on the basis of an assumed
correlation between the IQ and spelling of 0.4 (Schulte-Körne
et al. 1996, 2001), an expected spelling score was estimated.
The child was classified as “affected” if the discrepancy be-
tween the expected and the observed spelling score was .� 1j

Spelling was measured using age-appropriate spelling tests
(writing to dictation) that render T scores that are distributed
as in unaffected children (Schulte-Körne et al. 2001).N(50,100)
The IQ was assessed using the Culture Fair Test (CFT-1) (Weiß
and Osterland 1997) or CFT-20 (Weiß 1998), depending on
the proband’s age.

Phenotypic Measures

Probands fulfilling the inclusion criteria were assessed by
use of several psychometric tests, none of which was admin-
istered to the parents. These tests targeted different aspects of
the dyslexia phenotype, with single-word reading, PA, phono-
logical decoding (PD), rapid naming (RN), and orthographic
coding (OC).

All probands and their siblings performed a single-word and
nonword reading test (Salzburger Lese- und Rechtschreibtest
[Landerl et al. 1997]). This test also renders T scores that are
distributed as in unaffected children (Landerl et al.N(50,100)
1997). Because there are no standardized German reading or
PD tests for children at or above the fifth grade, an unstan-
dardized reading test was administered to the children in our
study who had reached that grade (Schumacher et al. 2005).
The test requires children to read a list of 48 words and 48
pronounceable nonwords as accurately and as quickly as pos-
sible. The dependent variables were the number of words and
nonwords read correctly in 1 min. Population data and age
corrections were not available for this test.

Three tests were administered to measure the spectrum of
phonological awareness of study children in grades 2–4. The
tests were presented verbally, and subjects were to respond
orally. The tests included a phoneme-segmentation task, a pho-
neme-deletion task, and a phoneme-reversal task. For children
at or above the fifth grade, a phoneme-segmentation test, a
phoneme-reversal test, and a phoneme-binding and word-re-
versal test were administered.

A pseudohomophone test was administered, which assesses
the ability to discriminate real words from pseudohomophones
(OC). These pseudohomophones were generated by substitut-
ing or adding graphemes in a real word, which results in a
pseudohomophone that sounds very similar to the real word
but is orthographically wrong. This test is considered a mea-
sure of orthographic processing, because pseudowords and real
words sound the same, and the phonological analysis of the
word cannot discriminate between them. The children heard
single words, with headphones, at a sound pressure of 70 dB.
After this, a word or a pseudoword corresponding to the word
or nonword presented via headphones appeared on the com-
puter screen. The subjects were asked to press the right button
for a pseudoword and the left button for a real word. Thirty-
five words or pseudowords were presented one after another
in a random order. The number of correct responses (i.e., num-
ber of real words that were recognized as correctly spelled,
maximally 20) was recorded by the computer. The test was
started after four practice trials.

The rapid-naming test used for this study was developed on
the basis of the work of Denckla and Rudel (1974). Four
trials—naming objects, number, letters, and colors—were con-
ducted. Each trial consisted of items that were arrayed in con-
secutive rows. Each row consisted of five items that were re-
peated in a different order, for a total of 10 rows. The trials
were printed on a sheet of paper, and children were asked to
read them as quickly as they could without making mistakes.
A stopwatch was used to measure the time taken by the child
to name all stimuli on the entire list. A practice item was given
before starting the tests. Color naming was measured by rect-
angles of five different colors (red, green, brown, blue, and
black). Each color was presented in a random order, with the
provision that no item appear twice in succession. Number
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Table 2

Location of STR Markers Used for Systematic TDT
Analysis of Chromosomal Region 6p21-p22

The table is available in its entirety in the online
edition of The American Journal of Human Genetics.

naming was measured with 1-digit numbers (e.g., 7, 2, 9, 6,
4) in the same way as color naming. Object naming was mea-
sured with colored line drawings of common objects (e.g.,
scissors, candle, comb, clock, key); for letter naming, single
consonants or vowels (e.g., p, s, o, a, d) were presented.

STR- and SNP-Marker Genotyping

For STR-marker genotyping, one oligonucleotide of each
primer pair was fluorescein labeled, and PCRs were performed
on MJ Research thermocyclers. The resulting amplified prod-
ucts were separated on denaturing polyacrylamide gels on an
automated DNA sequencer (Model 377 [Applied Biosystems]).
Allele sizes were determined relative to an internal size stan-
dard in each lane by use of Genescan Analysis Version 2.1.1
and Genotyper Version 2.0 software (Applied Biosystems). All
gels were scored independently by two individuals who were
blind to the disease status. SNP-marker genotyping was per-
formed using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-
of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry (Sequenom). PCR
assays and associated extension reactions were performed on
MJ Research thermocyclers. Cleaned extension products were
analyzed by a Mass ARRAY mass spectrometer (Bruker Dal-
tonik), and peaks were identified using the SpectroTYPER RT
2.0 software (Sequenom). All genotypes (1) were scored in-
dependently by two individuals who were blind to the disease
status and (2) were tested for Mendelian inheritance, in every
triad, by use of PedCheck (O’Connell and Weeks 1998).

DNA Resequencing

PCR was performed on MJ Research thermocyclers. All prod-
ucts were cleaned of unincorporated primers and dNTPs by
use of shrimp alkaline phosphatase and exonuclease I and were
further sequenced using DYEnamic ET Dye terminator kit
(Amersham Biosciences). Sequencing products were electro-
phoresed using a MegaBACE 1000 instrument and Mega-
BACE long-read matrix, were visualized using the Sequence
Analyzer v3.0 software (Amersham Biosciences), and were fur-
ther aligned using the Pregap and Gap4 software (Staden Pack-
age). In addition, a separate viewer compared each FASTA
output from sequencing results with corresponding genomic
sequences (GenBank accession number NT_007592) with use
of Blast 2 sequences.

Northern-Blot and Expression Analysis

A DCDC2 probe was generated, by touch-down PCR, with
oligonucleotides DCDC2-probeF (5′-GCAAGTCGAGGAGA-
TTCTGG-3′) and DCDC2-probeR (5′-CAAGTGGCAATTGT-
CTTCCA-3′) at annealing temperatures of 63�C–55�C. The
PCR product was [32P]-labeled by the use of Ready-to-Go DNA
labeling beads (Amersham) and was purified by ProbeQuant
G-50 Micro Columns (Amersham), in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations. Hybridization of human
brain tissue northern-blot panels II and V and human fetal
tissues II (CLONTECH) was performed overnight in Express-
Hyb Solution (CLONTECH) at 68�C. Blots were washed in
accordance with standard protocol, and autoradiographs were
exposed 3–8 d at �70�C.

The CLONTECH human multiple tissue cDNA panels I
and II and human-blood fractions were used as templates for

PCRs with primers DCDC2-2F (5′-CCTCATAAACCCAG-
CTTCTCG-3′) and DCDC2-2R (5′-CAGGTTGAGGTTCCA-
GTCGAT-3′) for the analysis of DCDC2 “long,” DCDC2-
smallF (5′-ATTCAGCCACACGATGTCAC-3′) and DCDC2-
probeR (5′-CAAGTGGCAATTGTCTTCCA-3′) for analysis of
DCDC2 “short,” and KAAG1-F2 (5′-CCCAACTGCAACGAG-
AGTTT-3′) and KAAG1-R2 (5′-GTGTGTGTGCGTCCTC-
CTC-3′) for the analysis of KAAG1. PCR reactions were per-
formed with annealing temperatures of 60�C (DCDC2-2F/-
2R), 56�C (DCDC2-smallF/-probeR), and 63�C (KAAG1-F2/
-R2) in 35 cycles. PCR products were separated by electro-
phoresis on 1.5% agarose gels and were visualized by UV and
ethidium-bromide staining.

Statistical Analysis

In both samples, transmitted and untransmitted alleles were
determined, and the transmission/disequilibrium test (TDT)
was performed to test for genetic association in the triads. To
allow for multiple alleles, we used the marginal homogeneity
test (Spielman and Ewens 1996). If an asymptotic P value
was !.1, an exact P value was calculated as implemented in
S.A.G.E., v4.6. In the initial, replication, and pooled samples,
genotypic relative risks (GRR) with 95% CIs were estimated
for single loci on the basis of the methods of Scherag et al.
(2002) and Franke et al. (2005). Since this assumes diallelic
markers, STR alleles were summarized on the basis of their
transmission frequencies. Two-locus haplotype frequencies
were estimated using the expectation-maximization algorithm,
as implemented in UNPHASED v2.403 (Dudbridge 2003). The
respective GRRs with 95% CIs were obtained as indicated
above. To test for association with additionally assessed quan-
titative component processes in the initial sample, the approach
of Rabinowitz (1997), implemented in QTDT v2.4.6 (Abecasis
et al. 2000), was utilized with estimation of P values from
10,000 permutations.

Results

Association Analysis and Characterization
of the Linkage-Disequilibrium (LD) Region

To identify LD within the linkage region DYX2, we
first analyzed 16 STR markers encompassing an ∼24-Mb
region between D6S289 and D6S1610 (see table 2). STR-
marker positions and distances were extracted from the
Marshfield map (Center for Medical Genetics) and from
the UCSC Genome Browser (UCSC Genome Bioinfor-
matics). In our initial sample, comprising 137 triads with
dyslexia, we found most-significant association between
the disease status and STR marker D6S276 ( )P p .004
(see table 3). Alleles 5 and 6 were more frequently trans-
mitted to the affected children (53 transmissions vs. 33
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Table 3

Systematic TDT Analysis: Results of the Initial
Dyslexia Sample ( Triads)n p 137

The table is available in its entirety in the online
edition of The American Journal of Human Genetics.

nontransmissions and 13 transmissions vs. 1 nontrans-
mission, respectively). D6S276 is located within the dou-
blecortin-domain-containing-2 gene (DCDC2 [MIM
605755]) and in close proximity to the kidney-associ-
ated-antigen-1 gene (KAAG1 [MIM 608211]) and the
vesicular-membrane-protein-p24 gene (VMP) (fig. 1A).

To characterize the LD region and to explore the ge-
netic variation within these genes, the nonrepetitive DNA
segments at the VMP/DCDC2/KAAG1 locus were re-
sequenced in three patients, two of whom carried one
of the risk alleles at D6S276. In total, 170 kb of genomic
DNA was analyzed (from 24213376 bp to 24486788
bp, according to the public-map contig NT_007592),
including all coding and most intronic sequences, the
putative promoters, and the 5′ and 3′ UTR regions. Com-
parison of the susceptibility sequence with the public
sequence (NT_007592) revealed 165 SNPs and 12 de-
letion/insertion polymorphisms. Of the identified vari-
ants, 33 were previously unknown and are now sub-
mitted to dbSNP under accession numbers ss38319782–
ss38319810 and ss38342944–ss38342947.

To refine the LD region and to determine its bound-
aries, we performed TDT analysis with 29 of the iden-
tified genetic variants, encompassing all three genes with
constant intermarker distances. In total, 25 SNPs and 4
STR markers were genotyped in the initial dyslexia sam-
ple, with an average marker density of 8.8 kb (fig. 1 and
table 4). Of the genotyped variants, significant transmis-
sion disequilibrium (53 transmissions vs. 30 nontransmis-
sions; ) was found at SNP marker rs793862,P p .011
which is located within DCDC2. A trend toward asso-
ciation was observed for rs807701 (69 transmissions vs.
50 nontransmissions; ), located within DCDC2,P p .058
and DYX2_SNP5 (rs number pending) at the VMP locus
(37 transmissions vs. 22 nontransmissions; ).P p .053
For the haplotype analysis, we studied marker combi-
nations, using the four most-associated variants from the
single-marker analysis (table 5). This analysis strength-
ened the observed association, with two marker com-
binations showing the strongest association. Both the
haplotypes G-5/6 at DYX2_SNP5-D6S276 and A-C at
rs793862–rs807701 were highly significantly overtrans-
mitted (both ) to the affected probands.P ! .0001

Detailed Genotype-Phenotype Analysis

Since two of the previous association studies of chro-
mosomal region 6p22 have reported only positive asso-
ciation in the subsets of their samples with a more severe

phenotype of dyslexia (Deffenbacher et al. 2004; Francks
et al. 2004), we performed additional analyses, with se-
lection of families with more-severely affected children
from the initial sample, and reanalyzed the three most-
associated SNP markers. For this detailed genotype-phe-
notype study, varying criteria for severity of spelling dis-
order were used as the phenotypic trait. In short, on the
basis of a spelling score expected from the IQ, the pro-
band had to have a discrepancy of at least 1 SD between
the observed and expected spelling scores. To select fam-
ilies of more-severely affected children in further anal-
yses, probands had to have a discrepancy of 2–2.5 SDs.
All 137 affected probands of our initial sample fulfilled
the criteria of a difference of 1 SD, whereas 101 index
cases were more severely affected (2 SD), and 47 pro-
bands showed a most-severe spelling disorder, defined by
2.5 SD. For both markers located in DCDC2, the GRRs
increased continuously with the application of more-
marked definitions of spelling disorder. The GRR in-
creased for the genotype A-A at rs793862 from 3.15
(95% CI 1.30–7.66; ) with use of the 1-SDP p .011
criterion to 3.62 (95% CI 1.27–10.30; ) withP p .001
use of 2 SD and to 5.40 (95% CI 1.27–23.01; P p

) with use of the most-severe criteria of 2.5 SD..002
Accordingly, the GRR for the genotype C-C at rs807701
increased from 1.88 (95% CI 0.89–3.97; ) withP p .058
use of 1 SD to 2.05 (95% CI 0.85–4.93; ) withP p .032
use of 2 SD and to 5.04 (95% CI 1.35–18.88; P p

) with use of 2.5 SD (see table 6). Furthermore, with.002
selection of more-severely affected families, one addi-
tional SNP with use of the 2-SD criterion and four ad-
ditional SNPs with use of the 2.5-SD criterion appeared
to be significantly associated with the patients (table 6).
In the haplotype analysis of the DCDC2 marker com-
bination rs793862–rs807701, the GRR also increased
for the homozygous haplotype A-C, from 4.11 (95% CI
2.77–6.08; ) with use of 1 SD to 4.81 with useP ! .0001
of 2 SD (95% CI 3.24–7.13; ) and to 11.13P ! .0001
(95% CI 6.32–19.60; ) with use of 2.5 SDP ! .0001
(table 5). In contrast, the GRR of DYX2_SNP5, which
is located within VMP and ∼60 kb more telomeric to the
analyzed DCDC2 variants, did not show even an in-
creasing trend with selection of more-severely affected
families (table 6). In addition, no other SNP marker at
the VMP locus showed significant association with selec-
tion of the sample for severity of spelling disorder (table
6).

Finally, we investigated association in the initial sam-
ple using quantitative component processes, including
PA, PD, RN, and OC. None of these various quantitative
component measures showed evidence of association,
neither for SNP markers at the DCDC2 locus (rs793862;
rs807701) nor for DYX2_SNP5 within the VMP gene
(data not shown). This was also true when the analysis
was restricted to more-severely selected affected families
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Figure 1 Genomic, transcript, and LD maps for the DYX2 locus. A, The two DYX2 gene clusters: the distal cluster with VMP/DCDC2/
KAAG1 and the more-proximal, with KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2. B and C, Genomic structure of the DCDC2 gene implicated by association
study. Transcripts produced by alternative initiation and splicing from DCDC2. Gray boxes denote untranslated exons. D, LD between markers
genotyped in this study. The distal and proximal gene cluster are not in LD, consistent with their different levels of association to dyslexia.
Also, VMP and DCDC2 show only moderate LD.

(data not shown). At the phenotypic level, therefore, no
component process characterizes the genetic effect of the
DCDC2 locus more precisely than does spelling disorder
itself.

Replication Analysis of an Independent Sample

To confirm the association results, we extended our
analysis and included an independent replication sample
of 239 triads with dyslexia. In this sample, we genotyped
all genetic DCDC2 markers (D6S276, rs793862, and
rs807701) that had been significant in the initial sample
by performing single-marker or haplotype analysis, as

well as by analyzing the genotype-phenotype relation-
ship. In the single-marker analysis, none of the three
variants showed association with the disease status of
dyslexia (tables 4 and 6). However, the haplotype A-C
at rs793862–rs807701 again showed association, with
overtransmission to the affected probands ( )P p .001
(table 5). The same haplotype was associated in the ini-
tial sample, and we therefore replicated our results, at
the haplotypic level, in an independent sample.

Since our association results were strongest in the ini-
tial sample with selection of families with more-severe
affection, we also analyzed our replication data set by



Table 4

TDT of the Initial Dyslexia Sample (137 Triads) with Use of Genetic Variants
at the VMP/DCDC2/KAAG1 Gene Locus

Gene and Marker
Positiona

(bp)
Intermarker Distances

(bp) Allele Variantb TDT Pc

VMP:
DYX2_SNP1 24234089 … G/A 1.000
DYX2_STR1 24234569 480 … .542
DYX2_SNP3 24242396 7,827 C/T .237
rs11544636 24253873 11,477 T/G .066
DYX2_SNP5 24254738 865 G/T .053
rs9393530 24255337 599 G/A .847
DYX2_STR2 24258101 2,764 … .617
rs2209544 24265354 7,253 T/G .199
rs7754552 24267116 1,762 A/G .617

DCDC2/KAAG1:
DYX2_STR3 24281285 14,169 … .396
rs1419228d 24286285 5,000 G/A .515
D6S276e 24294148 7,863 … .005
rs2027584 24299438 5,290 C/A .376
rsX90393DYX2 24302564 3,125 C/T .500
rs793862d,e 24315179 12,615 A/G .011
rs9467076 24317234 2,055 C/T .384
rs9460976 24321099 3,865 A/G .274
rs1770461 24329784 8,685 T/G .206
rs7747779 24331586 1,802 T/C .896
rs707885 24332655 1,069 A/G .695
rs793834 24342912 10,257 T/C .204
rs1340698 24364705 21,793 G/A .257
rs807701e 24381770 17,065 C/T .058
D6S2439 24414964 33,194 … .326
rs807685d 24418623 3,659 T/A .127
rs1417740 24433606 14,983 G/T .112
rs1535331 24450591 16,985 A/G .123
rs793665 24471260 20,669 G/C .248
rs793694 24483529 12,269 G/A .182
DYX2_STR4 24490272 6,743 … .431
rs2793422f 24526327 36,055 A/G .104

KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2:
rs807528 24652461 … C/G .183
rs4504469f,g 24696863 44,402 C/T .460
rs6935076f 24752301 55,438 C/T .485
rs2038137f,g 24753922 1,621 C/A .738
rs2038136 24753926 4 C/G .664
rs3181245 24759299 5,373 G/C 1.000
rs2294689g 24761252 1,953 G/C .376
rs2143340f,g 24767050 5,798 T/C .274
rs1555088g 24792775 25,725 A/G .652
rs6904345 24805403 12,628 T/C .344

a Positions are based on NCBI Build 35.
b The first allele is more frequently transmitted to the affected probands.
c Significant values are shown in bold italics.
d SNP analyzed in the study by Deffenbacher et al. (2004).
e Single-marker analysis of the independent triad sample—D6S276: global ; rs793862P p .366

allele A 84 transmitted/80 not transmitted ( ); rs807701 allele C: 95 transmitted/94 notP p .797
transmitted ( ). (See also table 6.)P p .934

f SNP analyzed in the study by Cope et al. (2005).
g SNP analyzed in the study by Francks et al. (2004).
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Table 5

Haplotype Analysis of the Initial (137 Triads) and Replication (239 Triads) Dyslexia Samples, with Use of Varying Criteria
for Severity of Spelling Disability

SAMPLE AND HAPLOTYPE ALLELES

FINDINGS BY CRITERION

1 SD 2 SD 2.5 SD

P GRR (95% CI) P GRR (95% CI) P GRR (95% CI)

Initiala:
DYX2_SNP5–D6S276 G-5/6 !.0001 … !.0001 … .5000 …
rs793862–rs807701 A-C !.0001 4.11 (2.77–6.08) !.0001 4.81 (3.24–7.13) !.0001 11.13 (6.32–19.60)

Replicationb:
rs793862–rs807701 A-C !.0001 1.49 (1.16–1.93) !.0001 2.36 (1.70–3.27) !.0001 2.95 (1.76–3.27)

NOTE.—GRR given for the homozygous haplotypes with 95% CI. Two-sided P values are shown for both samples.
a For 1-SD sample, ; for 2-SD sample, ; for 2.5-SD sample, .n p 137 n p 101 n p 47
b For 1-SD sample, ; for 2-SD sample, ; for 2.5-SD sample, .n p 239 n p 140 n p 64

Table 6

Selection for Severity of Spelling Disability: TDT
Results for the Initial Dyslexia Sample, Replication
Sample, and Pooled Sample, with Use of SNPs
at the VMP/DCDC2/KAAG1 Gene Locus

The table is available in its entirety in the online
edition of The American Journal of Human Genetics.

using the various SD criteria for spelling disorder. Of
the 239 patients who all fulfilled the criteria for 1 SD,
140 probands were affected with use of the 2-SD crite-
rion, and 64 patients showed the most-severe spelling
disorder, with use of the 2.5-SD criterion. In the single-
marker analysis, both SNPs (rs793862 and rs807701)
appeared to be significantly associated with the patients
who fulfilled the 2.5-SD criterion (table 6). According-
ly, the GRR for the marker combination rs793862–
rs807701 increased for the homozygous haplotype A-C
from 1.49 (95% CI 1.16–1.93; ) with use ofP p .001
the 1-SD criterion to 2.36 with use of the 2-SD criterion
(95% CI 1.70–3.27; ) to 2.95 (95% CI 1.76–P ! .0001
3.27; ) with use of the 2.5-SD criterion (tableP ! .0001
5). Thus, our results from both the initial and the rep-
lication sample independently suggest that genetic varia-
tion within the DCDC2 locus contributes in particular
to the development of severe spelling disorder.

Mutation and Expression Analysis

To further characterize the identified susceptibility lo-
cus, we performed extensive mutation and expression
analysis. Since our association evidence was strongest
for DCDC2, we were interested mainly in the muta-
tion analysis and expression pattern of this gene. Since
KAAG1 and DCDC2 overlap, with KAAG1 extending
from intron 1 to intron 2 of DCDC2, we also analyzed
the expression pattern of KAAG1.

The mutation analysis aimed at both the detection of
common-disease variants and the identification of rare
mutations, which are often causative in patients with
more-severe phenotypes. We therefore resequenced the
coding as well as the 5′ and 3′ UTR regions of DCDC2
and KAAG1 (in total, 12 exons with flanking sequences;
4,330 bp) of 47 patients with dyslexia and 47 controls;
both samples were randomly selected. In total, we iden-
tified 19 genetic variants, 9 of which had been previously
unknown; we submitted the 9 to dbSNP (rs numbers
pending). Four of the identified variants are responsible

for an amino acid substitution, and all of them are lo-
cated in DCDC2: DCDC2-SNP1 in exon 4 (Pro152Ala),
rs2274305 in exon 5 (Ser221Gly), DCDC2-SNP2 in exon
10 (His394Pro), and rs9460973 in exon 11 (Asp456Lys).
Of these variants, only one SNP seemed to be associated
with disease risk: allele A of rs2274305 occurred more
frequently in patients than in controls (63.8% vs. 50%,
respectively) (data not shown). However, it seems un-
likely that this is the common risk allele, since allele A
of this marker is not specific to the identified risk hap-
lotype A-C at rs793862–rs807701.

We then investigated the expression patterns of
DCDC2 and KAAG1 by RT-PCRs, using CLONTECH
human–multiple-tissue cDNA panels I and II. In addi-
tion, both genes were analyzed by northern-blot hybrid-
izations with use of CLONTECH human–brain-tissue
northern-blot panels II and V. To detect and further char-
acterize alternative transcripts, 5′ and 3′ RACE experi-
ments were performed using Marathon-Ready cDNA
(CLONTECH) from brain tissue. All expression analyses
were performed in accordance with the manufacturers’
protocols. For DCDC2, the expression of three alterna-
tive transcripts was analyzed. The transcript BC050704
consists of 11 exons, and an expression at low levels was
found in kidney tissue only. The transcript NM_016356
(called the “long” transcript) ranges from exon 2 to
exon 11, whereas the third transcript (AL133043) is
the “short” DCDC2 form and starts with a 5′ extended
exon 9. Our 5′ RACE analysis with the “short” isoform
showed that the alternative exon 9 consists of at least
1,646 bp and is substantially longer than indicated in the



Figure 2 Expression of DCDC2. A, Expression analysis of DCDC2 “long” by RT-PCR of human tissue samples with use of primers
DCDC2-2F and DCDC2-2R located in exons 5 and 9, respectively. PCR products of 577 bp were separated by electrophoresis on agarose gels
and were visualized by UV and ethidium-bromide staining. B, Expression analysis of DCDC2 “short” by RT-PCR of human tissue samples
with use of primers DCDC2-smallF and DCDC2-probeR located in the 5′ extension of exon 9 and in exon 11, respectively, which generate an
844-bp PCR product. C, Northern-blot analysis of the DCDC2 transcript of human brain tissues, which indicate an expression of an ∼2-kb
transcript in most brain tissues. D, Northern-blot analysis of DCDC2 of human fetal tissues, which shows strong expression of high molecular
transcripts in fetal kidney.
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Figure 3 Expression of KAAG1. The legend is available in its
entirety in the online edition of The American Journal of Human
Genetics.

Table 7

Selection for Severity of Spelling Disability: TDT
Results of the Pooled Sample with Use of SNPs
at the KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 Gene Locus

The table is available in its entirety in the online
edition of The American Journal of Human Genetics.

GenBank entry. The RT-PCR analyses of cDNAs showed
that the “long” isoform of DCDC2 (NM_016356) is ex-
pressed at its highest levels in liver, lung, kidney, testis,
and pancreas, and the “short” isoform (AL133043) is
expressed at its highest levels in kidney and pancreas
(fig. 2A and 2B). In brain tissue, only the “long” tran-
script (NM_016356) was expressed (fig. 2A and 2B). By
performing RACE experiments with use of brain cDNA,
we also found a weak expression in brain tissue of the
“short” DCDC2 transcript (AL133043). The northern-
blot hybridization of different brain tissues showed that
an ∼2-kb messenger that corresponds to the “long”
DCDC2 transcript (NM_016356) is expressed to an
equal degree in all brain regions, with the exception of
the corpus callosum, in which the expression is weak
(fig. 2C). Using northern-blot hybridization of fetal-
tissue blot panels, we also found an expression of the
“long” DCDC2 transcript (NM_016356) in brain tis-
sue, although the expression in the liver and kidney was
stronger (fig. 2D). For KAAG1, we analyzed the ex-
pression of the transcript with AF181722 (GenBank).
The expression of KAAG1, which consists of one exon,
could not be detected in brain tissue by northern-blot
hybridization (data not shown). This is consistent with
our RT-PCR results, since no brain expression was ob-
served with use of the multiple-tissue cDNA panels. The
strongest expression of KAAG1 was found in the pan-
creas; lower levels were found in the testis, liver, and
kidney (see fig. 3).

The KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 Gene Cluster

The DYX2 linkage region harbors a second gene clus-
ter, for which Francks et al. (2004) and Cope et al. (2005)
reported evidence of association, using dyslexic subjects
from the United Kingdom (fig. 1A). Within this cluster,
which is separated from the VMP/DCDC2/KAAG1 lo-
cus by ∼185 kb, three genes are located—KIAA0319
(MIM 609269), the TRAF-and-TNF-receptor-associated-
protein gene (TTRAP [MIM 605764]), and the thioes-
terase-superfamily-member-2 gene (THEM2). To assess
whether genetic variation at this locus may also con-
tribute to dyslexia in the German population, we ge-
notyped 10 SNPs encompassing this gene cluster. To
achieve the maximal statistical power for the replication
analysis, we used our pooled sample of 376 triads with
dyslexia. None of the variants showed association in

the overall sample (table 4). Only one variant showed
a borderline significant finding in the most-strongly af-
fected children with spelling disorder (table 7). Our
study included the most-significantly associated markers
reported by Francks et al. (2004) and Cope et al. (2005)
and had an average power of 195% for detection of an
effect at the threshold level of 5%. Power was estimated
under the assumption of full dominance, with reduced
penetrance and a population risk of 5%–10%. On the
basis of our results, we conclude that genetic variation
at the KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 gene cluster is not of
major importance in the development of dyslexia in the
German population.

Discussion

Together with the reported findings of Deffenbacher et
al. (2004), who found evidence of an association at the
VMP/DCDC2/KAAG1 locus in a U.S. sample of dyslexia
stratified for severity, our results provide compelling evi-
dence that genetic variation within this locus confers
susceptibility to the development of dyslexia. Although
we found association in two triad samples that were not
selected for disease severity, our results independently
indicate that this locus contributes in particular to severe
deficits in spelling ability. In the pooled sample with the
criteria of �2.5 SD for severe spelling disability (111
families), we estimate that the genetic effect of DCDC2
is associated with a GRR in the range of 4.88 (95% CI
3.32–7.15, on the basis of the homozygous presence of
haplotype A-C at rs793862–rs807701).

Cope et al. (2005) employed a high-density screen en-
compassing the VMP/DCDC2/KAAG1 locus, with SNPs
at 2–3-kb intervals (with the exception of DCDC2 in-
trons 2, 7, and 8), and they failed to detect an association
in their U.K. case-control sample using a DNA pooling
approach. There are several explanations for these diver-
gent findings. First, in the sample of Cope et al. (2005),
no selection for disease severity was employed. Second,
the power of their sample may have been too small to
detect the genetic effect of the VMP/DCDC2/KAAG1
locus, especially with use of a DNA-pooling approach
in which no individual genotype were obtained and
haplotype analysis could not be performed. Third, pop-
ulation-specific genetic heterogeneity within the DYX2
region could explain the different association finding
through different populations.
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The strongest association in the study performed by
Deffenbacher et al. (2004) was found with four SNP
markers (called SNP 6, 11, 12, and 13). These markers—
one of which is rs793862—are located in the same ge-
nomic region within DCDC2 in which we also observed
the strongest association in our German sample (single-
marker analysis with use of criteria of �2.5 SD for se-
vere spelling disability: significant association between
D6S276 and rs1417740 and between intron 8 and in-
tron 2, respectively). Therefore, this genomic interval of
∼140 kb within DCDC2 is most likely to harbor the
risk variant(s) for disease susceptibility. This DCDC2
genomic region is also implicated as a separate haplotype
block when LD analysis is performed with our genotypic
data (fig. 1D). Interestingly, DCDC2 contains a double-
cortin homology domain, which indicates a role in corti-
cal neuron migration. This would be in accordance with
our expression data, in which the “long” DCDC2 tran-
script was found to be expressed in the fetal and adult
CNS, and with postmortem findings, in which abnormal
neuronal migration and maturation has been found in
patients with dyslexia (summarized by Demonet et al.
[2004]).

It is very difficult, at this stage, to integrate the findings
for this region, obtained by us and others, into a coher-
ent picture of what phenotype might be most closely
associated with disturbances in this region. First of all,
at the level of linkage, the effects of the two gene clusters
in this region (VMP/DCDC2/KAAG1 and KIAA0319/
TTRAP/THEM2) cannot be separated. If these gene clus-
ters independently contribute to different phenotype di-
mensions, linkage findings in this region are the result
of a superimposed picture and become difficult to in-
terpret with respect to the phenotypes involved. Incon-
sistent findings are also observed at the level of associa-
tion findings for the individual gene clusters. This may
be due to several factors. First, sample selection criteria
differed between individual studies. Dyslexic individ-
uals in our study were selected on the basis of a dis-
crepancy between actual spelling and IQ. Cope et al.
(2005), Francks et al. (2004), and Deffenbacher et al.
(2004) selected dyslexic individuals on the basis of their
low word-reading ability or the discrepancy between
their IQ and word-reading ability. This could mean that
we analyzed different subsamples of the dyslexia spec-
trum. One might speculate from this that the DCDC2
gene has more relevance for spelling capability, whereas
the KIAA0319/TTRAP/THEM2 gene cluster (Francks
et al. 2004; Cope et al. 2005) has more relevance for
word reading. Other possible reasons for discrepancies
in research findings include differences in sample size
(and, consequently, of power) and differences in patterns
of missing genotype-phenotype data (Francks et al. 2004).
The basic task for dyslexia research is to identify which
phenotype characteristics are associated with which gene

cluster, which would thereby lead to an understanding
of the genes and the functions of their encoded proteins.
A definite answer to this question will require collabo-
rative studies with sufficiently large sample sizes.
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